
MONOGRAM CREATIVE CONSOLE
The Creative Console from Monogram is a modular, configurable USB control surface that is the perfect 
complement to our DashBoard control systems*. It offers a selection of buttons, knobs and slider 
modules along with the unique, pressure-sensitive Orbiter to offer precise, responsive and tactile control 
options for every parameter. Each module connects instantly to its neighbor via spring-loaded pins, while 
powerful magnets ensure they stay together without the need for tools or fasteners. Creative Console is 
available in three pre-configured packages, or as individual modules, to provide the ideal controller for 
your application.

Combine modules in virtually 
any shape or size and optimize 
them for your personal 
workflow and style. Left-
handed? Right-handed? No 
problem, just detach, rearrange 
and reconnect as desired. 

ADAPTABLE
Use the default DashBoard 
mapping that comes 
with each of the stock 
configurations, or map your 
desired key functions to any 
of the physical controls on 
your console in any order or 
arrangement. 

MAPPABLEPRECISE
The Orbiter’s large pressure-
sensitive disk provides smooth, 
precise adjustments in two 
dimensions – perfect for pan/tilt 
or zoom control.

* Supported in Microsoft Windows only.



Powers and connects 
the Creative Console to 
your PC or Mac. The Core 
Module provides fast and 
smooth performance 
with two mechanical 
keys for switching and 
previewing the console’s 
functionality.

CORE MODULE 
Three tactile 
mechanical switches to 
trigger actions, activate 
functions, or select 
cameras.

ESSENTIAL KEYS 
Provides expressive 2D 
control with a pressure-
sensitive disc and an 
infinite encoder ring 
for smooth and precise 
adjustments. The disc is 
perfect for Pan, Tilt or 
Zoom, while the ring is 
great for focus, iris or 
any other continuously 
variable parameter.  

ORBITER 
Three endless 
encoders with a built-in 
button for secondary 
functions. Ideal for 
camera settings 
(gain, iris or black) or 
robotic parameters like 
duration or focus.  

DIAL  

PACKAGES

PTZ STARTER

PTZ PRO



CONTROLLER TYPE MECHANICAL BUTTON INFINITE ENCODER KNOB 2D PRESSURE-SENSITIVE DISC

MODULES ESSENTIAL KEYS, CORE MODULE, DIAL DIAL, ORBITER RING ORBITER

PT HEAD CONTROLS

Camera Selection
Preset action: CUT, RUN, ALT Run, HALT

Mode: Time Mode (Time dilation vs. 
Alternate time)

Increment value: Iris, Zoom

Zoom, Focus, Iris
Duration Pan, Tilt, Zoom, Focus

PTZ CONTROLS Camera Selection
Increment value: Shutter speed, Iris, Zoom
Mode selection: Autofocus, Auto-iris, White 

Balance, Auto exposure mode
One Push: Autofocus, White balance, 

Zoom, Focus, Iris, Shutter speed Red, 
Blue, Green Gain Pan, Tilt, Zoom, Focus

CAMERA CONTROLS Mode selection: Autofocus, Auto-iris, White 
Balance, Auto exposure mode

One Push: Autofocus, White balance, 
Increment value: Iris, Shutter speed

Iris, Shutter speed
Red, Blue, Green Gain and Pedestal Iris
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MAPPABLE PARAMETERS


